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there is a low-income non-dependant (“second adult”) living in the household.
A non-dependant for this purpose is defined as for non-dependant deductions
(see above), and so excludes anyone paying rent as well as anyone jointly liable
for the council tax bill. SAR reduces the household’s council tax bill by 25% if
the second adult is on income support, income-based jobseeker’s allowance or
pension credit, and is reduced as the second adult’s income rises, to the point
where it disappears. The logic behind SAR is that a low-income second adult
could not be expected to contribute to the council tax bill, so the liable person
should receive a 25% discount as if he or she were the only resident, with this
discount removed as the second adult becomes more able to contribute.34 In
practice, SAR is received by far fewer people than main CTB.
Criticisms of council tax benefit
Council tax benefit plays an important role in helping low-income families, but
it has a number of downsides that have given rise to fierce criticism. One is that
the means test creates disincentives to work and save, since additional income
and assets can reduce entitlement. This is particularly pertinent when combined
with taxes and other withdrawn benefits: in extreme cases, an extra £1 earned
can be subject to income tax and National Insurance contributions and also lead
to reductions in tax credits, housing benefit and council tax benefit, leaving the
individual only 4½p better off.
As with other means-tested benefits, CTB is also criticised because its
complexity and the stigma attached to it mean that many potential beneficiaries
either do not know that they are entitled or are unwilling to claim it. The
Department for Work and Pensions estimates that in 2004–05, between 32%
and 38% of eligible families (and between 42% and 47% of eligible
pensioners) did not claim their entitlement, and that around a third of total CTB
entitlement went unclaimed.
It is also argued that CTB weakens local accountability. Since recipients pay
none or only part of their council tax bill, they have little or no incentive to
hold councils to account over their spending: they have an incentive to demand
improved service provision from local government, since they will face no
extra cost.
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This logic is not quite consistent, however: an owner-occupier is eligible for SAR if he
lives with both a commercial lodger and a low-income non-dependant, even though he would
not receive the 25% single person’s discount for council tax if the low-income non-dependant
were not resident.
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6. Conclusions and options for reform
UK government finances are highly centralised by international standards, and
the past thirty years has seen central government taking increasing control over
the finances of local government. Perhaps the most important example is the
centralisation of non-domestic rates in England and Wales in April 1990, which
resulted in only around one quarter of local authority spending being raised
locally.
In recent years, the increasing use of specific grants for local government
services – the most extreme example being the introduction of the Dedicated
School Grant (DSG) in April 2006 – has continued a trend of increasing central
control over local spending decisions. One result of the increased central
control over local spending is that a larger proportion of councils’ remaining
discretionary spending is now financed by local taxation – achieving one of the
objectives of the recent Balance of Funding Review, albeit not in a way that
was envisaged.
Local government finance has been the subject of perpetual reviews over the
past decade. In Northern Ireland a review resulted in reform, but the new
system is now itself being reviewed. In Scotland, the Local Government
Finance Review Committee (widely known as the Burt Review) recommended
abolishing the council tax banding system and simply taxing a percentage of
the value of each property – similar to Northern Ireland’s new system – but no
action was taken and debate over reform is ongoing.
In England, the Balance of Funding Review was followed by the Lyons
Inquiry, which then had its remit expanded and end date delayed twice, before
finally reporting in March 2007. The Lyons Inquiry recommended increasing
local authorities’ autonomy by reducing the degree to which grants from
central government are ring-fenced, ending capping of council tax, and
allowing councils to add a local supplement to business rates and to charge for
domestic waste collection. It recommended retaining council tax, but proposed
that:
• a revaluation of domestic property take place, and that subsequent
revaluations occur regularly and automatically;
• two new council tax bands be introduced throughout England, one at the
bottom and one at the top, with the possibility of more bands being
introduced in Inner London;
• council tax benefit be renamed and automated to try to increase take-up,
and the capital limit above which pensioners lose eligibility for the
benefit increased or abolished.
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If council tax is to be retained, a revaluation would be very sensible, and
regular revaluations even more so. If a property tax is desirable, it is surely
more sensible to base it on the current values of properties than on their values
sixteen years ago, as is the case now. Regular pre-announced revaluations
would make changes in individual bills less sharp and would enable individuals
who are buying homes to take future council tax bills into account more easily.
As well as being up to date, it also seems logical that a property tax should be
related as closely as possible to the actual values of properties. This could be
done by adding more bands to allow finer discrimination (as happened in
Wales and was recommended for England by the Lyons Inquiry), or, more
radically, to do away with bands completely and simply tax a proportion of the
actual value of the property (as happened in Northern Ireland and was
recommended for Scotland by the Burt Review), which seems both fairer and
simpler to understand than a banded system.
Either adding more bands or abolishing banding altogether – but especially the
latter – would make the tax more progressive with respect to property values.
Since, on average, those living in more expensive homes also have higher
incomes, it would also make the tax more progressive with respect to incomes.
There would, however, undoubtedly be some low income individuals living in
high value properties who would lose from such a reform. This might increase
concerns, already widespread with council tax, over whether it is right that
some low income families (notably pensioners) face a local tax bill that is high
relative to their current income. To some extent, such people could be
supported through a targeted benefit such as council tax benefit. But in any
case, it is not obvious that those living in relatively expensive properties who
have relatively low disposable incomes should necessarily be considered poor:
set in the context of a tax system which already imposes much larger taxes on
income and expenditure, a tax on property value might help to capture other
complementary aspects of ability to pay, such as wealth or expected lifetime
income. A slightly different concern is that, even if we do not think of such
people as poor, they may lack the cash-flow to pay the tax comfortably.
Moving to a cheaper home, or taking in a lodger are, of course, options; as a
less extreme response, those who own their own properties might be able to use
formal equity release arrangements in order to remain in their home and
finance their local tax bill, although if reasonable formal equity release
arrangements are not available on the marketplace, the government could
consider giving older homeowners the option to defer their tax until they die or
the property is sold.
As noted in section 4.2, a widely advocated means of increasing local
authorities’ fundraising autonomy is to return business rates to local control.
The economic rationale for levying business rates at all is not clear: taxing the
use of property – as opposed to other inputs – by businesses is an inefficient
distortion towards businesses using less valuable premises to operate. But even
if business rates persist, relocalising them would be problematic. There is a
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danger of reduced accountability: the true incidence of the tax is particularly
opaque, and the individuals who ultimately bear the burden of the tax may not
be aware of it or even live in the local authority concerned, leading to a lack of
democratic check on business rate increases. In addition, given that nondomestic property is far from evenly distributed across England, there would
presumably need to be an even more redistributive system for allocating grants
(for example the tax base in cities would be far larger than the tax base in rural
areas). This in turn could reduce accountability further, since local authorities
would not lose revenue if businesses were driven out of the area by high tax
rates. The alternative of not having a full equalisation system, while
strengthening incentives for local authorities to run business-friendly policies
(which is an argument often made in favour of relocalising business rates),
might over time come to be seen as increasingly unfair as areas with high
growth in their non-domestic rate tax base would be able to spend more on
local services at a lower cost to the local taxpayer than other areas. For
example, introducing such a system in April 1993 based on fixed April 1991
property values would have benefited London (which has experienced
relatively large increases in both non-domestic and domestic property values)
over most other parts of the country even more than keeping council tax fixed
on April 1991 valuations has.
A radical but welcome reform of either council tax or business rates (preferably
both) would be a move away from taxing property values and towards taxing
land values. This would remove the unwelcome distortion that is provided by
the former not to invest in developing land and increasing the value of
property.
The other major reform that was seriously considered by all the reviews of
local government finance – although not recommended outright by any – is the
introduction of a local income tax (LIT), either as an additional local tax or as a
replacement for council tax. The latter is currently supported by the Liberal
Democrats and by the Scottish National Party (which is now the single largest
party in the Scottish Executive). The attractions of a LIT are obvious, with
income commanding wide public support as a measure of an individual’s
ability to pay. On the other hand, there is a strong case for retaining some role
for land or property taxation: as noted above, housing consumption can capture
complementary aspects of to pay when used alongside income and expenditure
(which are already taxed on a much larger scale nationally), and land/property
taxes also cause less economic distortion than most other taxes: for example,
they do not create disincentives to work in the way that an income tax does,
although this is offset by some of the disadvantages of means-tested council tax
benefit discussed in section 5.3. Land and property is also suitable as a local tax
base because of its immobility: unlike other tax bases, it will not tend to move
between local authorities in response to differential tax rates.
In practical terms, a local income tax – whether introduced alongside or in
place of a property tax – now seems a viable option, whereas the 1976 Layfield
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Report considered a LIT but concluded that the technology required wouldn’t
be available for another ten years. Complexities remain over whether a local
income tax should apply to all forms of income (which affects the ease with
which the revenue could be collected), how to deal with the cyclicality and
unpredictability of tax revenues (since currently local authorities are cannot
plan to borrow to finance current expenditures), and whether there should be a
cap on the amount of tax that would have to be paid (in order to avoid
providing too strong an incentive for very high income individuals to live in
local authorities with the lowest LIT rates).
A local sales tax would not be allowed under current EU rules, and in any case
would be likely to lead to ‘cross-border’ shopping and economically inefficient
tax competition. Finally, environmental taxes such as the central London
congestion charge could be introduced, but the Balance of Funding Review
concluded that local taxes on bases other than income, sales or property would
be unlikely to raise very large sums and make a major contribution to local
government finance.
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